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Companies face the monumental challenge of adapting to a new economic environment where climate change could
alter the very nature of growth itself. Singapore-based company Global Initiatives -- with the support of the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and Global Compact, the world’s largest voluntary corporate responsibility
initiative -- organised the Business for the Environment (B4E) Global Summit 2008 which took place in Singapore
earlier this year. Singapore Management University is a knowledge partner of Global Initiatives. Its International
Trading Institute@SMU provided student rapporteurs for the summit.
A price on carbon, whether through a global cap-and-trade system and/or a carbon tax, is also a very strong
possibility -- penalising those who fall behind in the technology-solutions and energy efficiency race. And as if these
challenges were not enough, the corporate sector also confronts highly-price sensitive consumers. Price sensitivity
to more expensive “green” alternatives affects the behaviour of both those who recognise global warming as a
danger along with the indifferent or uninformed.
David Suzuki, scientist, environmentalist and broadcaster, delivered the keynote address at the summit. “One
thousand five hundred of the world’s leading scientists -- including Nobel Prize winners -- issued a warning in 1992
that there was a major risk to humanity from global warming. They signed a document predicting that unless urgent
was taken, we would be unable sustain life as we knew it.
“But global warming wasn’t on the news agenda. The document didn’t make the major TV networks or even a single
paragraph in the New York Times or the Washington Post. Instead what dominated the headlines was the O.J
Simpson drama.” Climate change continued to be ignored by the media, business and also the economists well into
this decade. Economists have always found it difficult to measure “externalities” such as damage to the
environment, said Suzuki. Although the world had woken up to the challenge time was rapidly running out because of
the exponential increase in the rate of damage from climate change, he added.
The Small, the Incremental and the Workable
The enormity of these big challenges had to be put aside as delegates sought small, incremental and workable
solutions. These were characterised as “bottom up solutions” -- meaning they had to involve a sometimes sceptical
and nearly always highly price-sensitive public. Delegates, drawn from industry and governmental and non-
governmental organisations (NGOs), also largely agreed that initiatives had to work in the existing economic
environment. Companies could one day find that the externalities of climate change and pollution are painfully
internalised through a global price on carbon.
But the conference was reminded that such a mechanism could be many years away, given the big divide over
whether carbon should be priced on the basis of overall emissions or on a per capita basis. The former would
penalise developing countries and the latter the West. So it was left to a series of breakout sessions to thrash out
measures that work within the current economic reality for industries from construction to chemicals to information
technology. The aim was to prove -- sometimes through steps that seemed fairly simple and obvious -- that it was
possible to be worthy, good and still make money.
The Power to Choose
“You need to give consumers the tools to make intelligent decisions about energy consumption. For example, what’s
required is much better metering technology to provide accurate information on electricity pricing points during the
day,” said Michael Valocchi of IBM Energy and Utilities Consulting Services. He was speaking during “The Resource
Efficiency: Competing for the Future” breakout session.
IBM is working with utilities companies to develop more sophisticated methods of metering – giving individual
consumers the information they need to, say, use their washing machines when electricity demand is low. “Peak-
hour energy production is expensive and also wasteful because once excess power has been generated, it is difficult
to store,” said Valocchi. Smart meters would, therefore, also enable power generators to better map patterns of
demand and fit these patterns more closely with production levels.
Valocchi and Mark Newton, senior manager for environmental sustainability at Dell, admitted that computer-server
centres essential to just about every business operation were major energy consumers. These centres need to
operate 24/7 and so one solution discussed was sharing centres and “cloud computers” where data is stored by
third-party providers.
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The audience also raised the issue of personal computers being built with ever-increasing memory capacity and
functionality way beyond the needs of the average consumer – resulting in a waste of energy. “Accepted and so the
answer could be low-cost models with a smaller memory and less software. But this depends on consumers being
willing to make the trade-off,” said Newton. Sticking with your old computer is not necessarily the answer, though,
because previous generations of laptops do not have automatic “hibernation” functions. Hibernation saves
electricity.
Building a Better Future?
“According to the International Energy Agency existing buildings are responsible for 40% of the world’s total primary
energy consumption. They also account for 24% of CO2 emissions,” said Mark Clifford, executive director of the Asia
Business Council. He was summarising the work of the breakout committee on “Sustainable Building and
Construction: Policy Tools and Market Instruments.” The fragmented nature of the building and construction
industries was highlighted as a big challenge to sustainable development. Designers, architects and engineers were
also criticised for not being aware of energy-efficient technologies.
Developers were also signalled out for an unwillingness to commit resources to the infrastructure required to adopt
green technologies. This doesn’t seem surprising given the property boom sweeping across Asia. The emphasis has
been on building residential and commercial properties as quickly as possible while markets remain hot. There was a
call for engineering and architectural standards to be modified to encourage less use of materials and electricity.
Improved financing tools were also discussed as a means of encouraging developers to build the infrastructure
needed for green technologies.
The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) also came in for criticism because delegates said that it failed to
adequately encourage the retrofitting of existing buildings with better insulation and other energy-efficient
technologies. Improved legislation will obviously play a key role in making this highly fragmented industry adhere to
much better standards. Existing examples of how governments have already made progress were highlighted,
including South Korea’s requirement that all air-conditioned buildings must use absorption chiller technology. The
technology can cut power consumption by up to 50%.
Every Noxious Cloud Has a Silver Lining
The chemicals industry has a poor reputation among a general public which remains largely ignorant of the enormous,
even essential, role that chemicals and plastics play in every day life. Up to 40% of an automobile can be made from
plastics, for example. The car industry wouldn’t exist on the scale we know it without synthetic resins. There are, as
yet, no viable alternative for making plastics in the volumes required from renewable raw materials. All the chemicals
majors are heavily involved in R&D in the search for breakthrough technologies that could break the dependence on
hydrocarbons.
Meanwhile, the chemicals industry, along with IT and construction, used the event to promote what can be done
with existing technologies and processes. Martini Bianchini, Dow Chemical’s vice president of EU government affairs
and public policy, highlighted a Dow recycling scheme for chlorinated chemicals in Europe. The chemicals are
collected from end-users in the dry-cleaning industry and re-processed with an overall saving on emissions compared
with disposal and new production.
A much bigger opportunity for Dow, again highlighted by Bianchini, is the increased use of expandable polystyrene
(EPS) for insulating buildings. This is where effective life-cycle analysis is so crucial. Producing EPS, tiny plastic
beads that are used in cavity-wall insulation, involves crude-oil as the ultimate raw material.
The Art of the Possible
“Working with businesses to find effective solutions is crucial. We need to sustain strong partnerships,” said Arab
Hoballah, chief of sustainable consumption of UNEP’s Division of Technology, Industry and Economics. NGOs called
for a new economic order, a radical rethinking of how companies measure profits and growth. This went far beyond
the intended scope and capabilities of a conference that didn’t attract any speakers who were CEOs of major
multinational companies.
The scale of the challenge is so enormous, so frightening, that the NGOs might well be right -- as might some of
those from the corporate sector who privately expressed the same sentiments. But in terms of the “art of the
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